COLORTEC 600WB

ColorTec 600WB combines the industry’s highest grade of alkaline-resistant colorants with water-based technology. When used as a primer it assists with vapor mediation. As a top-coat, it is highly durable and ideal for industrial and commercial high traffic applications.

- FADE RESISTANT COLORANTS
- PRIMER & TOP COAT
- LOW VOC & LOW ODOR
BENEFITS

UNPARALLELED PIGMENT TECHNOLOGY
Utilizing the latest synthetic pigments designed for optimal performance on cement-based surfaces. These highly refined pigments resist the harsh deterioration from the PH and alkalinity, delivering the best fade and UV resistance.

UNCOMPROMISED ADHESION
When used as a primer, the low-viscosity allows the ColorTec 600WB to saturate the pores of the concrete, reducing vapor transmission. Adhesion promoters ensure the concrete fails before the coating.

COST EFFECTIVE PROTECTION
Delivering exceptional performance in demanding environment’s, this colored topcoat will withstand repetitive abuse to wear and scratching, lowering maintenance costs.

TOP COLOR CHOICES

FOR DK METALLIC BASECOAT

BLACK

FOR DK FLAKE BASECOATS

ANTIQUE WHITE
DOVE GRAY
SILVER
WHITE

200 + Colors Available in the ColorTec Library. Please view all color options online at: https://www.surecretedesign.com/

AVAILABLE AT